In 
ABSTRACT.
In this paper, we treat first-order algebraic differential equations whose coefficients belong to a certain type of function field.
(Our results include as a special case, the case when the coefficients are rational functions.) In our main result, we obtain precise asymptotic representations for a broad class of solutions of such equations.
Introduction.
We treat first-order differential equations, Q(z, y, dy/dz) = 0, where fi is a polynomial in y and dy/dz, whose coefficients belong to a certain type of field of meromorphic functions which was introduced and investigated by W. Strodt in [8] . Such a field consists of functions, each defined and analytic in a sectorial region approximately of the form,
(1) a<argiz-te'ia+h)/2)<b (for fixed a and b in (-77, 77 ) and some t > 0), and has the property that there is a fixed nonnegative integer p (called the rank of the field) such that the field contains all logarithmic monomials of rank < p (i.e. all functions of the form, (2) M{z) = KzT° (log z/Klog log zP . . • (logp z)Tp for real r. and complex K ¿ 0), and in addition, for every element / in the field except zero, there is a logarithmic monomial M of rank < p which is asymptotically equivalent to / as z -> 00 over a filter base (denoted Fia, b)) which consists essentially of the sectors (1) as t -> + 00. (We are using here the slightly stronger concepts of "asymptotically equivalent" (~), and "smaller rate of growth" («), which were introduced by Strodt in his paper [6, § §13 and 17 The converse problem of determining the form of arbitrary solutions of such first-order equations was begun in [l] , where it was shown (again for arbitrary rank p) that any meromorphic solution which is of larger rate of growth than a predetermined power of z must be of the form exp J" M(z)(l + eiz)), where M is a logarithmic monomial of rank < p, and where the analytic function eiz) -» 0 over Fia, b). (As indicated in [1, p. 303] , there is an algorithm which can be applied at the outset to produce a finite set of monomials, among which are the possible monomials M mentioned above (see also §4 below).) A corresponding result for nonidentically zero analytic solutions which are of smaller rate of growth than a predetermined power of z was also proved in [l] and it was shown that such solutions are also of the form exp f Al(z)(l + eiz)), where M is a monomial of rank < p, and eiz) -* 0 over Fia, b In §6 is an appendix containing four lemmas which are needed several times in the proof of the main result. They are put at the end of the paper to avoid unduly interrupting the main line of thought. The set of all T(yj) (fot all choices of i/O is denoted F(a, b) and is a filter base which converges to °° by [6, §95] . Each T(z/r) is simply-connected by [6, §93] .
If W(z) is analytic in T(ifj), then the symbol fW will stand for a primitive of W in T(ifj).
(b) Unless otherwise indicated, log z will denote the principal branch of the logarithm in S: |arg z| < n. It is then easy to see that log (log z) is defined and analytic for those points in S where |z| > 1. We denote this function by log, z.
By induction, the function log . z -log (log z) is defined and analytic for those points in S where |z| > e (0) (where e (z) is the qth iterate of the exponential function). A logarithmic monomial of rank < p is a function of the form (2) (which, of course, is defined to be K(exp 2P_0 r.log. j z)). Clearly, for any logarithmic monomial, there is an element of F(a, b) on which it is defined and analytic. In view of (4) and the fact that F(a, b) is a filter base which converges to », clearly there exists an element SQ in F(a, b) with the following properties:
(5) y" is analytic and nowhere zero on S and (6) |z) > e for all z in S In view of (5) and the fact that SQ is simply-connected (by [6, §93] ), there is an analytic branch L(z) of log yn in S.. We will fix this branch, and for any real a, we will denote by yQ, the branch of yQ determined by L(z). That is, ' ' y't = exp(aL) on SQ.
(From this point on, all elements of F(a, b) which appear in the proof will be assumed to be contained in SQ.)
Now since y. solves 0 = 0, we have (8) Z fAAiy0iz)Yiy'0iz))> = 0 on S0.
Let /j be the set of (i, j) for which /.. ^ 0. Since the /.. belong to a logarithmic field of rank zero, it easily follows that for (z, /) in /j, we have (9 Letting e, be a positive number which is less than all the numbers e. ./2 (in (11)) and r../2 (in (12)), we can choose the arbitrary number e > 0 so small that the right sides of (11) and (12) are all Oizd"( X). In view of (8), (9), (11) and (12), we clearly have
Since a .. = j + d for ii, j) in /, we thus have
At this point we pause to prove a lemma.
Lemma A. Let fi(z, y, y') be a polynomial in y and y' whose coefficients belong to a logarithmic field of rank zero. Let yQ be a solution of Í1 = 0 which satisfies z~( « yQ « z6 over Fia, b) for all e > 0. T^eTZ it is impossible that y0 » (log z)N for all N > 0.
Proof. Let fi(z, y, y') = 1 f. y'(y')', so that (8) holds. Let ] v ] and fj be as in (9)- (14) so that 14 holds.
(We point out here that (14) was derived only under the assumption z~e « y « ze, and did not require the comparability hypothesis of the main result. This lemma does not require the comparability hypothesis.)
Let n = maxiz + /: (i, j) e J\, and let /' = {(z, ;)| (i, j) e J and i + j = n\. Let zzz = max [j: (n -j, j) £ J \. We now isolate the terms of degree n in (14) and divide through by y"Q. We note that 0(z~(l)/y% = 0(z~^/2) since l/y£ = 0(z(n) fot all c > 0, and we can choose e so that tn < tjl.
Thus we obtain
We now assume the lemma is false, i.e. that (16) y0 » (log z)N fot all N > 0.
Thus for any ( > 0, the function h N = (log z)e /yeQ (where yl is as in (7) (18) and Appendix Lemma 1 that for some /, 1 < / < q, we have
where L is the fixed branch of log y0 in (7) 
But by (16), clearly y" » 1 and it easily follows that lim" _ + |y0(Rz0)| = + oo.
Hence from (23), clearly
But if we set L/(z) = -Viz), then from (21), we see that UiRzA) is also bounded for all R > 1 and hence so is exp U(RzA. If K, > 0 is such a bound, then noting that exp U = (l/y0) exp (k log z), we see that for all R > 1, Continuing with the proof of our main result, we let B be the set of all real a such that y0 « (log z) . It follows from Lemma A and the comparability of y" with all (log z)a, that B cannot be empty. Similarly, from Lemma B it follows that B must be bounded from below. If we let ß be the infimum of B, then from comparability, it follows that (27) (logz)/3-e«y0«(logz)/3+e forallf>0.
Our aim is to prove conclusion (C) for y". For reasons that will become evident as the proof proceeds (e.g. see the proof of (30) below), the proof will be by contradiction. Thus we assume the contrary, that is, for every logarithmic We now proceed under assumption (28) to eventually obtain a contradiction.
We first prove that there is an element S. in F(a, b), contained in SQ (see Since 5, is simply-connected and |z| > e for all z in 5j (by (6)), it follows from (30) that there is an analytic branch Lj(z) of log (zy ') on S j. We will fix this branch, and for any real a, we will denote by (zy'A , the branch determined by L j(z), that is (37) (zy'Aa = exp(aL1) on Sy (As before, all elements of F(a, b) which will arise as the proof proceeds will be assumed to be contained in S,.)
We now return to the inequality (14). We set (38) y = max!/3(z + ;') -/': (z, /') e /! (where ß is as in (27) Since yQ « (log z)^+e, we have zy'Q « (log z)'3"1'6-1 (see §2 (d)). Thus for /' > 0, we have izy'Q)> = 0((log z)'{ß+f~X)). Hence, To see this, we note that if 72 = 1 but jx =0, then (43) shows c.yQ O((log z)7~t2), and by (39), y = ßq^-In view of (27), we would thus have c x = 0((log z) I 2) for any f > 0. Choosing e so small that eq. -e2 < 0, this would contradict the fact that c. is a nonzero constant. Thus (44) holds.
Returning to (43), we have (by (39)) that ;' = ßq, -y for each k. Thus by our convention (7), we clearly have y& * = yZyV*-■ Since q, is a nonnegative integer, we further have y^ze( ~® = (y0~")?fe. Similarly (using (37)),
we have izy'^k = izy'Q)~y iizy'0)^)qk. Again observing that qk is an integer, we can therefore write (43) It follows easily from (7) and (37) The other possibility in (52) is that p, / 0. Let (p •= vQ -p., so that (54) c^GKUogz)"'4).
Let A(z) be a branch of log (ft, + z) for \z\ < \p,\, and let Wiz) = exp ((l//3)A(z)).
Then U7 is analytic for \z\ < \p A and if À x = W(0) then À, ¡4 0. From the power series expansion for W, we may write
where h is analytic for \z\ < \pk\, so \hiz)\ < K, on \z\ < \p \/2, for some K. Thus if we let U(z) = V(z) -AjA, log z on S2, then by (58), (57) and (56), we see that on 5,, We now distinguish the three subcases ß > 0, ß <0 and /3 = 0.
Subcase A. ß > 0. Now from (61) and (62), we have (63) IVror^IßWISK^Ilog-2!7"'2) for some Kj>0, on some element of F(a, b). Now by (27), for any e > 0, y. « (log z)^ e, so yjj = O((log z)a (fCr")). Choosing e = ße2/2a and noting that (T= -y, it follows from (51) and (63) that on some element of F(a, b), we have,
for some constant K2. Since q. + (a/ß) > (a/ß) > 0, we can apply Appendix
Lemma 1, to show that there is a k, 0 < k < t, such that vQ -p, = O((log z) " 4)
for some e. > 0. This is exactly the same conclusion as (52), and since ß > 0 here, as in Case I, Subcase B, the proof proceeds exactly as in that subcase to
show that both p, = 0 and p, /= 0 are impossible.
Subcase B. ß < 0. We set tj = -ß, so from (62), (65) \zy'¿yn\° = \yo/vor/\ Now in view of (27) (and the fact that a/r¡ > 0), it follows that for any e > 0, l/y£/7> =0((logz)(CT/77)(-^+f)), which is O((logzr+(fcr/7î)) since q = -ß.
Choosing i = r)(2/3a (and noting that u = -y), it therefore follows from (65) and (61) that, on some element of E(tf, b) , (66) \l/v0\^v\E(v0)\ < K,|log z\~ €l forsome K,>0.
In view of (51) In this case, we assert that k works for every z in S, in the sense that (1/(2K0)) by (69), (70) and (74). Also |^(z)| < K*+ U/KQ) by (74) and (71). Using these estimates in (67), it follows that for some constant K > 0, we have (76) KU)-ftfcf*< /<2|logz|"e2 2 on Sy
Hence if cf> = vQ -p., then we have cf> = 0((log z) 2 h)m Since p, ¿ 0, this is the same estimate as in (54), with e. = ej2m,.
Since ß ■/ 0 here, the proof now proceeds exactly as from (54) (48) and (50), \zV'\ = |izn| ' P, so in view of (77) for some K, > 0. Since e'17 > 0, this clearly contradicts (27) for e = e'rj and hence Possibility 2 has also led to a contradiction, thus ending Subcase B of Case II.
Subcase C. ß = 0. For this final subcase, we proceed as follows: By hypothesis, one of the three relations y £ 1, y » 1, y. « 1 must be valid.
The first immediately contradicts the assumption (28). We will show that in this subcase (i.e. y < 0, ß = 0), the other two possibilities will also lead to contradictions. 
\WA.<7yln~a\<Kx\logz\y~€2 onT,, for some constant Kx > 0. Now let <£ = (q -a)/a. Since ß = 0, we have ct = -y = / by (38), so that £> 0. It is easily verified (using (7) and (37)), that the left side of (79) 
(1 , \a i b\/2 log Iz,!)'^2 Mloglz,))^72, for points z. with arbitrarily large modulus. This is of course impossible since as |z.| -> oo, the left side of (90) tends to 1 while the right side tends to no.
Thus Case (b) has also led to a contradiction.
Hence every case has led to a contradiction because of assumption (28), and thus the theorem is proved. We now show that / will work for every z in T., by showing that for every z in T., Thus,
\V'irzx)zx\<Kr-1ilogr\zx\)-X-€ fot r > 1.
Integrating inequality (A8) with respect to r from 1 to R, and using the obvious estimate, (A7) now follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus and the fact that log Rlzjl > 0 for R > 1.
Lemma 3. Let V(z) be analytic in an element S of F(a, b), where S has the property that \z\ > 1 for all z in S, and let e > 0 and K > 0 be such that on S we have \V'(z)\ < K|zr| -|log z\~(. Then there exists a number e', with 0 < e' < 1, such that V = O((log z)X~() over Fia, b).
Proof. Let ex = minGr, 1/2), and let Fiz) = Kz~ '(log z)~fl/2. Let E = V /F. Since e./2 < e, it follows by hypothesis that E -► 0 over F(a, b). Since 
|v/(2)_ V(z0)\ < K1 + (K/(1 -(fl/2)))llogzi ' '*' , where K x = (Kt (l -ie x/2))) \ log zQ\ 1_(f l/2). Since zQ is fixed and l-(ej/2) > 0, there is an element S2 in F(a, b) on which Kj + \V(zA\ < ¡log z\ -<fl ', and hence from (A9), V = O((log z) ~(f 1 ') proving Lemma 3.
